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Overview
▪ Additive Manufacturing - what´s new?

▪ How does exisiting design law deal with 3D printing?

▪ What should be changed in the law?

▪ What are the perspectives?
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Additive Manufacturing
▪ No tools, layered construction of parts
▪ Advantages
Efficiency 100%
Spare parts
Frequent change of parts
No assembly necessary
Materials
Resins
Powder with laser (plastic, metal)
Other processes (gluing; biorprinting, concrete)
Combined processes
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Areas of industrial application are mostly
still confined to

• Internal use (prototypes),
• Spare parts for special products
• Customised end products

3D-Druck – Technologie und Potenziale; Quelle: Dr. Landua, Volkswagen AG

Quelle: Siemens
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Example: Boeing provides a virtual library of printable airplane
parts to its business partners

▪ Boeing obtained a Patent for a new system that
permits 3D print-on-Demand of spare parts for
planes
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Printing of barracks

• US-Army obtained patent on novel concrete and
was able to print a barracks.
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Printing of chocolate

• Some patents relate to printing of food, e.g.,
chocolate or mashed potatoes
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Economic Aspects
▪
▪
▪
▪

Exponential growth
Key technology
Increasing number of patent applications
AP as a procedural innovation that allows for greater leeway in developing new
products and greater variety
▪ Mass production can be customized
▪ New business models
▪ Transformation of the value chain
▪
▪
▪

Digital transport, local production
Result may be complete substition of supply chain
Platforms as new intermediaries

▪ 3D printing has two essential characteristics…: it radically reduces the cost of
production and distribution of things, and it separates information content of those
things (the design) from their manufacture.“ (Mendis/Lemley/Rimmer, 3D Printing
and Beyond: IP and Regulation (2018), p. 31
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Steps of 3D printing
➢ Scanning of three dimensional object – producing data set through CAD
programme
➢ Digital data as starting point of AP

➢ Producing CAD file as basis for printing
➢ Printing in 3D printer – production of print product
➢ Distribution of print product
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Design Protection – Infringement analysis I
▪ Producing and distributing of CAD file as infringement
• Template is design protected
• CAD file as product (Art. 19 Community Design Regulation/Art. 12(1) Design
Directive/)?
• File incorporates model of design that can be made visible on the screen
• 2-dimensional presentations may be infringing
• CAD file includes instructions but is not solely dictated by ist technical function (Art.
7), because it also includes illustration of design
• Any use is covered, except for acts done privately and for non-commercial purposes
(Art. 20(1)(a) Community Design Regulation/Art. 13 (1)(a) Design Dir.)
• Pre-distribution phase is included = production
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Design Protection – looking at patent law
▪ Alternative: intermediary party infringement
▪ Proposal of Legal Review on industrial design protection in Europe (2016):
• Unlike design law, European patent law provides against indirect 3rd party patent infringement, Art.
26 Agreement on Unified Patent Court
• These provisions can potentially be deployed to prevent anyone uploading a 3D printing file onto a
website where the ultimate printed product would infringe a patent or design right.
• It would allow a more effective enforcement in comparison to copyright law which appears to be the
only possible avenue against private users, but remains highly unsatisfactory, especially against
private end users.
• Same result may be achieved through interpretation of existing law
• Clarification effect
• When targeting intermediaries may become obsolete if users can easily create files by
themselves, it would be useful to clarify what constitutes design infringement by explicitly
including the creation of a design document as an infringing use.
• However: what would be the general repercussions in other fields of design protection?
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Design Protection – infringement analysis II
• Print product
• Production and distribution as acts of infringement – making and offering of a product
(Art. 19 Community Design Regulation/Art. 12 (1) Design Dir.)
• Special problem: combination of parts
• Infringement will not be avoided by printing single parts to be assembled by
customer
• Main application: spare parts
• Must be protected as such and infringing acts not covered by exception
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The problem: private use exception
▪ The technology blurs the lines between that which is private and non-commercial and that
which is commercial.
▪ What happens when there are millions of private individuals with 3D printers in their
homes, with the ability to make a copy of a product bearing the design for their private
use?
▪ According to the current limitation, the private individual would have a strong claim that
his actions are private and non-commercial.
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Modification of private use exception?
▪ Article 20(1)(a) Design Regulation and Article 13(1)(a) Design Directive
▪ Protection of private sphere
▪ Private and non-commercial use was considered not to substantially affect the commercial
interest of the right holder
▪ It becomes clear that the underlying rationale for exempting private and non-commercial
uses may be diluted in light of 3D printing as a mass phenomenon.
▪ Legal Review on industrial design protection in Europe (2016)
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Modification of private use exception?
▪ Current exception contrary to Article 26(2), TRIPS Agreement?
▪ Widespread private printing could arguably be termed as affecting the “normal
exploitation” of the design by the right holder.
▪ The private and non-commercial use exception could also violate the third step of Article
26(2) which holds that the exceptions should not “unreasonably prejudice the legitimate
interests of the owner of the protected design, taking account of the legitimate interests of
third parties.”
▪ Limiting the private use defence might provide sufficient flexibility to allow balancing
legitimate interests of the rightholder and user; guiding case law from the WTO Dispute
Settlement Body.
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Issue of fair compensation
▪ Unlike the InfoSoc Directive the Design Directive provides a mandatory exception to all acts
done for private and non-commercial purposes, and there is no corollary invocation to
compensate the rightholder.
• In the survey, stakeholders were asked if a “fair compensation” mechanism similar to that under EU
copyright law was appropriate in design law in order to cater for private copying by 3D printing. The
responses were ambiguous. In the non-automotive sectors, 45% of respondents considered it an
appropriate option, 25% considered it inappropriate, 13% did not know, while 17% stated that it was not
relevant for the work at their company.

▪ Need to be tuned with copyright law
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FabLabs and Platforms
▪ FabLabs (fabrication laboratory)
• Everybody may be developer as well as producer
• FabLab-services only provide infrastructure
• Other busines models
• Closed industry platforms
• Open online platforms for B2C
• peer-to-peer Networks
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Intermediary liability
• Indirect infringement under national law
• Different national theories of intermediary liability
• Open platforms
• Duties of care?

▪Art. 14 E-Commerce Directive 2000/31/EC:
•

Delineation Host Provider/Content Provider

•

„Mediator“ or „active role“, CJEU C-236/08 – Google France

•

Platform as infringer?

•

Relevance of referral of BGH GRUR 2018, 1132 – YouTube (copyright)

•

Extend Art 17 DSM Directive?
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Die Zukunft der additiven Fertigung: Industrieplattformen
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Active role or direct infringement by 3D printing hubs?

•

Leaving neutral position by providing tools to review 3D models?

•

Taking on an „active role“ by mediating producers?

•

Direct infringement by delivery of 3D print products?
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The future of additive manufacturing: AM Networks
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Siemens started Additive Manufacturing Network: new online platform for
cooperation provides users know-how, digital tools and production capacities for
industrial 3D print.
It creates an open ecosystem connecting highly qualified members to develop new
products with software, printing technologies and materials for additive manufacturing. IT
allows for production of innovative products, replacement of physical stock by digital and
scaling of production. It is an important steo in the digital transformation of
manufacturing.
23.4.2018
https://www.siemens.com/press/de/pressemitteilungen/?press=/de/
pressemitteilungen/2018/digitalfactory/pr2018040255dfde.htm
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One solution/technical measures: encryption technology for 3D
printers
 3D research company Create it REAL developed a new platform for 3D print with
focus on IP protection. Users my print 3D files without having access on the
original data. The dat are activated directly in the printer with a chip which works
like an encryption technology for 3D printers.
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Resume
 Need for immediate regulation/modification?
• EP Draft Report on 3D printing
• Civil liability needs regulation
• No urgent need in IP
3D printing is not prevalent enough, yet, to be disruptive for law and for society
No imminent widespread private use to be expected
➢ More expensive, time-consuming, leading to ecological detriment and health risks

▪ More realistic: use for special occasions to fast print presents, toys or urgent
spare parts
➢ Most mass products will be produced and distributed in conventional ways even if 3D printers become
widespread

➢ In case of widespread piracy of files industry may develop appropriate business
models
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Resume
Some issues to keep an eye on
• Clarification that uploading file with data of protected design constitutes
infringement
• Possible limits on number of copies for private use, introducing
compensation
• Alignment with copyright
• Clear rules for indirect liability
• Initiating global database for files
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Thank you!
Prof. Dr. Andreas Wiebe, LL.M. (Virginia)
Andreas.Wiebe@jura.uni-goettingen.de
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